Personal, Social and Health Education – ‘New
Beginnings’





Science – Seasonal Changes (Autumn and Winter)
• Name the four seasons
• Name different types of weather
• Make observations about the weather
• Describe the weather associated which each season
• Collect and record simple data
• Make simple observations about changes across the seasons

I can help to make my class a good place to learn.
I know some more ways to calm myself down when I feel
scared or upset.
I know that I belong to a community.
I can sometimes tell if other people are feeling sad or scared
and I know how to make people feel better.

Computing – Online safety/Grouping and
sorting

Art – Formal Elements of Art
Linked to artists including: Bridget
Riley




Shape
Line
colour
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Music – ‘Hey You’
1. Listen and Appraise the song Hey You! and other Hip Hop
songs:
● Hey You! by Joanna Mangona
● Me, Myself And I by De La Soul
● Fresh Prince Of Bel Air by Will Smith
● Rapper’s Delight by The Sugarhill Gang
● U Can’t Touch This by MC Hammer
● It’s Like That by Run DMC
2. Musical Activities - learn and/or build on your knowledge
and understanding
about the interrelated dimensions of music through:
a. Warm-up Games (including vocal warm-ups)
b. Flexible Games (optional extension work)
c. Learn to Sing the Song
d. Play Instruments with the Song
e. Improvise with the Song (and optional extension activities)
f. Compose with the Song
3. Perform the Song - perform and share your learning as you
progress through the Unit of Work.

Maths
English
Nursery Rhymes
Dear Zoo
(Focus for writing)

Letters and
Sounds

Maths Mastery
Numbers and number
bonds to 10
Addition and
Subtraction within 10

In Phonic Ability
Groups
Revision of Phase 2&3
Phase 4

Religious Education – Caring for others

Physical Education –
Fundamentals
Pupils will explore the fundamental skills of balancing, running, changing direction, jumping, hopping and skipping. They will explore
these skills in isolation as well as in combination. Pupils will be given opportunities to identify areas of strength and areas for
improvement. Pupils will work collaboratively with others, taking turns and sharing ideas.

Gymnastics
Pupils learn to use space safely and effectively. They explore and develop basic gymnastic actions on the floor and using low
apparatus. Basic skills of jumping, rolling, balancing and travelling are used individually and in combination to create movement
phrases. Pupils are given opportunities to select their own actions to build short sequences and develop their confidence in
performing. Pupils begin to understand the use of levels, directions and shapes when travelling and balancing.

How to be kind to each other and one another.
Children will learn about:


Kindness and importance of caring for
others.



Exploring the values of different
religions.

Geography – ‘Where Do We
Live?’
In this unit, the children will:

Develop knowledge about the
locality

Use simple fieldwork and
observational skills in the school, its
grounds and surroundings

Know the differences between a
map, plan and aerial photograph

Recognise landmarks and basic
human and physical features

Use locational and directional
language to describe the location of
features and routes on a map

Use basic geographical vocabulary

